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Concrete Epoxy Patch and Grout Repair Solution
Dc Dynamis , highly recognized for its impressive line of epoxy solutions and epoxy product/service
quality, strikes again with its Epoxy Patch and Grout Repair for Concrete Wall and Floor.
Manufactured in Florida, EPO PATCH & GROUT® is user friendly and affordable. It is used for the
general patching of holes and worn areas in concrete such as concrete patio area, industrial floors,
cement walls and more…

Venice, FL, March 10, 2010 – Dc Dynamis innovates with its EPO PATCH & GROUT®
CONCRETE REPAIR epoxy line. These epoxies are No Blush and can be applied underwater
and even in water filled cracks and holes. The epoxy, compared to other cement patching
products, hardened in few hours, bond extremely well and can be painted.
EPO PATCH & GROUT® is uniquely formulated to repair foundation and basement cracks, patch
and resurface concrete floors and cement walls and can be used on marine products such as
boats, kayaks, canoes due to its waterproof formulation. The epoxy based formulation is an easy
way to permanently repair cracks in an affordable and easy way. This EPO PATCH & GROUT®
line quality respond to the needs of industrial companies. It is a highly chemical resistant epoxy
that has been proven to be durable in the tough environment.
The EPO PATCH & GROUT® is a multi-purpose construction epoxy used to make permanent
crack repairs replacing temporary rubber and asphalt materials presently being used. ”This epoxy
line is unique on the market and is highly used to repair cracks on garage floors, patios or inground pools, as well as it is highly used by chemical industry for its high protecting capacity and
its chemical resistance” says John Caramanian, President of DcDynamis.
- more -

The epoxy, adhesive and coating line includes many products that are easy to apply, chemical
resistant, sagging free, and weather resistant. Dc Dynamis product line is continually expanding.
DcDynamis also offer custom formulation if products are not currently available. Many colors and
pot life are available to fit any needs.
For additional information on Dynamis new line of epoxies, contact Eric DeGrave / Nadia Vizza or
visit www.dcdynamis.com.
ABOUT DeCara, Inc. dba Dynamis – Epoxy manufacturer based in Florida for over 50 years, Dc
Dynamis is recognized worldwide for its industrial epoxy coatings, adhesive and custom
formulation resin. DcDynamis strives for quality in its products and services. Dynamis offers a
complete line of epoxies ranging from adhesives, coatings, paint, resins, sealers and compounds
from the automobile industry to the marine, electrical or construction industry. All epoxy products
are user-friendly, no blush, no-sag, no shrinkage, corrosion resistant, fresh water and salt water
resistant, custom formulated, chemical resistant, solvent-free, non-flammable, low/no odor,
interior & exterior durability, wear resistant, weather proof and stain resistant. Dynamis
continuously innovates by offering custom epoxy products to fulfill the most unique needs.
Dynamis epoxies are tested under specific conditions before being released publicly.
For more information about Dynamis, please visit www.dcdynamis.com
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